Thank you to all that participated in this year's Nutrition Consortium Virtual Research Symposium! We had a great time listening to and interacting with fellow researchers, students, and practitioners to get a better understanding of how to ensure trust in science when it comes to challenges and responses in nutrition.

Our presenters shared their exciting research on a broad range of
nutrition topics, including trust in nutrition science, diet patterns, global nutrition, and life course nutrition. We had a great turn out at our sessions and want to thank our wonderful participants for asking engaging questions that are important for future nutrition research.

Our practitioner panel was able to share their perspectives on ensuring trust in nutrition recommendations in their areas of expertise and populations they work with, including students, athletes, diabetes patients, pregnant women, and children.

Congratulations to our student poster presentation winners and thank you all for elaborating on your work at our virtual award ceremony.

1. Hannah Parker: "Food Insecure Households Report Decreased Access to Healthy Foods in the Home as the COVID-19 Pandemic Continues"
2. Ruibaya Jesmin: "Mycotoxin Mitigation in Baby Foods is Key to Food Safety and Nutrition"
3. Andrea Brown: "Examining Mental Health among Food..."
Insecure Adolescents and Young Adults with Diabetes

4. (Popular vote winner) Katherine Devivo: "Eating Behaviors and Grocery Shopping Experiences During the COVID-19 Pandemic Among Adults in a Weight Loss Program"

Check out our Symposium Page for a look at the detailed program, poster presentations, presentation recordings, and more.

We hope you enjoyed participating in this online event. If you attended or participated in the symposium in any way, please take a few minutes to fill out our short feedback survey. We greatly appreciate your input!

Take the Survey

Nutrition Conferences Happening this Fall

The Micronutrient Forum provides a common ground and collaborative space for professionals, organizations and stakeholders who share an interest in reducing micronutrient malnutrition. The Micronutrient Forum 5th Global Conference will
take place virtually November 9 to 13, 2020. Find more information here.

We will provide more information and send notification of dates and times of affiliate presentations as they become available for these upcoming events. Please let us know if you are presenting at any of the upcoming conferences or if there are any other nutrition-related conferences we should be promoting.

Other Important Updates & Events

The Student Nutrition Group is hosting a Food Drive throughout the month of November with Harvest Hope Food Bank. Please fill out the following form if you would like to assist them. We will be reaching out with more details soon.
October is Campus Sustainability Month. During **October Campus Sustainability Month**, the **Office of Sustainability** would like student feedback about sustainability initiatives, ideas, and concerns in order to address what students are passionate about. If you are a UofSC student, please fill out this survey to help the office and university with their future work!

---

**Recent Affiliate Publications**


---

**More information and updates on COVID-19 from UofSC >**

---

**Share your Successes!**

Help us showcase the remarkable nutrition research, teaching, and service being done at the University of South Carolina. Tell us about your latest nutrition related publications, presentations, awards, grants, and all other
recognitions or accomplishments to be featured on our website and future NutriNews.

Email emkenney@email.sc.edu to be featured.

Follow us on Social Media:

We've recently updated our Nutrition Consortium website. Take a look and tell us what you think!
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Please send all news and announcements to emkenney@email.sc.edu to be featured in our monthly newsletter.
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